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SIMON BRAILOWSKY 1948-1998
In May of 1998, the neuroscience community
lost a dynamic young colleague, at the pinnacle of
his career, in a tragic automobile accident. Simon
Brailowsky was born in 1948 in Mexico City; he
received his medical degree in 1972 from the
University of Mexico and a Ph.D. in 1987 from
the University of Paris VI. As Professor of
Neuroscience at the Universidad Nacional Autonoma
de Mexico and a member of the Mexican Board of
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neuro-
physiology since 1979, his main research interest
was in epilepsy. Other interests included the
neuro-physiological mechanisms of attention and
functional recovery after brain injury. He made
major contributions all three fields, as reflected in
nearly 100 published papers.
In addition to his continuous teaching and
research affiliation with UNAM from 1971, Simon
Brailowsky enjoyed many foreign academic and
research appointments in France, in the United States,
and in Israel and maintained ongoing collaborations
with laboratories in these countries. This special
issue of Neural Plasticity brings together some of
his distinguished collaborators and friends, who
have worked directly with him or have closely
related research interests. The collection of papers
is thus representative of his three major research
interests and his principle collaborations.
His long series of foreign associations began
in France in 1973, at the Laboratoire de
Physiologie Nerveuse of the CNRS in Gif-sur-
Yvette. Under the direction of Robert Naquet, he
studied the cerebellar role in epilepsy in the
photosensitive baboon Papio papio. Dr. Naquet
has contributed a paper to this issue updating the
investigations of P. papio. Simon’s epilepsy work
in recent years extended to clinical research in
collaboration with the UCLA group, (Velasco et
al.) and with Ivan Rektor from Brno.
During his second extended visit to the Gif
laboratory, Simon established the GABA withdrawal
syndrome as an experimental animal model of
epilepsy and neuronal plasticity. Several papers in
this special issue are based upon this important
work: from Brailowsky’s group in Mexico (Montiel
et al), from the Gif group, (Silva-Barrat et al); from
Strasbourg, (Majchrzak and DiScala); and from
Menahem Segal’s laboratory at the Weizmann
Institute, where Simon spent his last sabbatical
developing a cell culture model to further study the
neuronal effects ofGABA withdrawal. (Golan et al.).
Two years at the University of California at
Davis in Robert Knight’s laboratory kindled interest
in mechanisms of attention. Bob Knight describes
some of the work and gives a personal account of
Simon’s inventive and enthusiastic approach, which
his other collaborators will immediately recognise.
While a visiting professor at the University of
Strasbourg in 1988, his interest in recovery of
function after brain damage was reinforced.
During this time he wrote a book, with Bruno Will
and Don Stein, "Depannage du Cerveau", which
has appeared also in Spanish and recently in
English with the title of "Brain Repair". Papersfrom friends and collaborators Bruno Will, Don
Stein (Smith et al.), and Dennis Feeney (Sutton et al.)
in this issue are a tribute to Simon’s contributions
in this field.
In addition to this wide range of research
activities, Simon was deeply committed to sientifie
and medical education outside the conventional
academic stage. He rarely refused an invitation to
address a lay audience in the mass media or in
schools and thus enjoyed a certain notoriety with
the Mexican public. Moreover, his research fields,
although fundamental, reflect his ommitment to
the application ofscience to the benefit ofhumans.
Speaking a native Spanish, his French was
Parisian, his English Californian. Simon was
equally at home in all three cultures and counted
among his friends scientists from all over the
world. Many of these had the good fortune to
visit the Brailowsky laboratory to learn first
hand, not only about Mexican neuroscience but
also about the rich cultural heritage of his
country. Indeed, science was far from Simon’s
only passion. He was deeply interested in his
country’s history and culture and in sharing this
with his many foreign visitors. He was a jazz
(and salsa) aficionado and always knew where
the best music was in any city. He was an avid
traveler, hiker, and, I am told, an enthusiastic
fisherman. Most of all he loved people and was
well appreciated for organising social gatherings
bringing together his many friends for evenings
of good food, wine, music and conviviality. In
this way, many ofus had the pleasure ofknowing
Dominque, Yann, and Aurelie. They can be
proud of him. This special issue is a tribute to the
memory ofthis truly humanistic scientist.